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Abstract
Caching video content in content distribution

networks takes advantage of repeated requests
amongst a population of users. The efficiency of
replication and cache placement policies depends
on which user requests which video object.

We develop a methodology for analyzing user in-
teractions, based on video category. We then ana-
lyze a trace file of YouTube requests captured at
a university campus from the client side of the net-
work. Though the dataset has suffered from content
deletion, enough information is available to give
some insight into users’ viewing patterns. Differ-
entiation in the relative amount of repeated view-
ing suggests that category-specific distribution and
caching policies may provide more efficient use of
computational resources. Initial analysis suggests
that user access patterns can be identified to a bet-
ter extent when video category is considered.

1 Introduction
Over the past decade, video-on-demand (VoD)
streaming applications and websites, especially
user-generated content sites like YouTube, have
been the most popular classes of multimedia ap-
plications on the Internet [5]. Client/server video
distribution has been vulnerable to service bottle-
necks due to inadequate bandwidth resources. To
improve end-user experience, adoption of Content
delivery networks (CDN) and multi-layer caching
have been implemented by YouTube [1]. Analy-
sis of the YouTube delivery protocol [2] claims that
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application level flow control may have undesirable
interactions with the network transport layer across
the entire delivery path. These interactions are min-
imized if the video can be stored closer to the users
to reduce potential network bottleneck links.

Each local network would have its own request
patterns related to the type of user and the usage
environment. A coffee shop wireless access point
may experience differing request patterns; different
users may be given the same IP address via DHCP
over time, or the same user returning on consec-
utive days may or may not be assigned the same
IP address. University networks would likely ex-
perience different request patterns than residential
networks. Moreover, these patterns may change
slowly or rapidly over time. Short-term fluctuations
in demand could occur and violate the assumptions
on which the cache allocations/policies were made,
so caching systems must be adaptive.

Our initial results suggest that

• Workload segmentation by category can im-
prove caching performance, even if video up-
loaders exploit category definition, and

• Identifying user patterns can help cache pol-
icy decisions such as replacement policy and
dynamic cache sizing.

2 Related Work
Zink et al. [6] examined YouTube traffic be-
tween YouTube servers and the University of Mas-
sachusetts campus network. There were gains to
be made by caching the frequently requested ob-
jects. The authors determined that proxy caching



was an effective low-cost solution, outperforming
local caching and P2P caching where only a single
copy was kept in the entire local network.

Recent work examined information available
from YouTube partner organizations through In-
sight analytics [3]. A small number of popular
YouTube channels are examined to characterize re-
quest behaviour with respect to behaviour of spe-
cific users. Different viewing behaviours in differ-
ent categories was seen, since the channels were
associated with unique types of videos. The main
contribution regarding viewing patterns based on
channels is that partners can influence the viewing
on channels by appropriate referral and promotion.

3 Methodology
The accuracy of predicting which videos will be
requested multiple times by the same (set of) users
may be enhanced if there are relationships between
video category and repeated view distributions.
There are several workload characterization mea-
surements that can determine the potential caching
benefit and guide cache policy design. Combina-
tions of these statistics for a set of categories can
inform system designers regarding which cache re-
placement algorithm to use and how to apportion
cache space to different categories.

First of all, the request pattern for the duration of
the test period can determine if there is potential for
caching. If a power-law distribution for the number
of requests exists, then a proxy cache could serve
repeated requests by keeping the most frequently
used objects. The number of videos at the head
of the distribution (most requested) and the rate of
decay can determine how much proxy cache space
should be allocated per category.

Without more information, we cannot tell if
videos become popular due to many users viewing
once or a small number of times, or due to attract-
ing the same set of users multiple times. A measure
of the density of the request pattern is the average
number of views per user for each video. Due to the
large number of videos and the large user popula-
tion, it is likely that this value will be very small,
but we expect that there will be videos that some
users watch a large number of times. Thus, we cap-
ture the median and the maximum number of aver-
age views per user to see if there are outlier effects
that can capture detailed dynamics of requests.

IP address is used as a proxy for a user, acknowl-

edging that this could correspond to a lab, kiosk
or laptop computer using DHCP, or a NAT box.
Anomalously high access IP addresses could also
represent programs that crawl the video database
or target certain videos to increase their popularity.

The fraction of repeated views shows the relative
number of views of a video were watched by a user
more than once. This gives us the maximum hit ra-
tio possible, if the video was cached in each local
user’s browser cache on the first view and never re-
placed. This measurement of repeated views, how-
ever, could be misleading as it is affected by out-
liers. For example, the fraction of repeated views
is more than 85% for a video watched by 4 users
only once, but 30 times by a single user.

Therefore, we also measure the fraction of sin-
gleton views of videos. Large fractions of single-
ton views shows fetch-at-most-once behaviour and
local caching is undesirable. If a video category ex-
hibits high values of average numbers of views ac-
companied by high singleton views, this indicates a
very skewed distribution of requests; a threshold of
requests could be used as a factor in replacement.

4 Preliminary Results
Zink et al. [6] collected six different datasets
from the network of University of Massachusetts.
Though this dataset is more than 6 years old, we
believe our methodology is appropriate for any
category-based dataset; conclusions and implica-
tions for cache design would only be relevant in
the measured environment over the short term.

We analyze the longest trace (T5) and wrote a
crawler to collect the category name for a given
video id for the remaining videos. Table 1 shows
the number of videos accessed by category. Music
is in the top position, followed by Entertainment
and Comedy, similar to data from the University of
Calgary [4]. Between 25% and 40% of the videos
had more than one request across the categories,
showing some distinction. Viewing rate and num-
ber of videos accessed are not closely correlated.

Figure 1 shows how well the Zipf distribution
fits for News and Music. The goodness-of-fit value
(R2) of 0.95 is very high for Music, but News
was comparatively worse. Other categories fit well,
except for Autos and Games, which were simi-
lar to News, with a distorted head of the distribu-
tion. Video deletion may affect the observations,
as videos 3 to 100 have lower request frequencies



Table 1: Category Specific Popularities

Category Videos > 1 view
Videos Pct

Music 42223 16131 38.20
Entertainment 31484 11127 35.34
Comedy 14942 5985 40.05
People 9749 3407 34.95
Sports 9747 2944 30.20
Film 8100 2932 36.20
News 5295 2073 39.15
Animals 3066 1037 33.82
Howto 2720 941 34.60
Autos 2228 594 26.66
Travel 1737 539 31.03
Education 816 300 36.76
Tech 784 307 39.16
Games 474 121 25.53
Nonprofit 357 149 41.74
Total 133722 48587 36.33
Deleted 130748 52066 40.05

among remaining videos than the original set.
The mean average views/user shows a much

higher viewing rate for News than Music (4.62 to
3.2); almost all medians are very small. If a video
is watched many times by a small number of users,
this distorts the average significantly. In particu-
lar, one News video with 513 mean views skews
the distribution. The median for Travel videos is
4; users interested in this category watch the same
videos multiple times. As the mean is very close to
the median, outlier influence is limited.

Figure 2 shows the fractions of videos in se-
lected categories that experience repeated views.
The fraction of repeated views is plotted on the X-
axis, and the Y-axis shows the complementary cu-
mulative distribution function (CCDF) of the num-
ber of videos with the designated characteristic. As
further confirmation of the general density of the
Travel category request patterns, there are a sig-
nificant number of repeated views for most videos.
Equivalence classes exist for categories. News and
Sports are the same for 75% of the videos (low frac-
tion of repeated views), while Music and Film are
significantly different for the 60% of low repeated
views, but almost identical for the remaining 40%.

The denser view distribution for Music videos
than News videos may indicate that the reason for
longer-term popularity compared with News is re-
peated viewings. Film videos are similar to Mu-
sic videos and thus could have the same reason for
longer lifespans. This property of Music videos

Figure 1: Views vs. rank: selected categories

was confirmed in the analysis of YouTube Chan-
nels [3].

With respect to the maximum number of views
by a user for videos, Music videos attract users to
watch videos repeatedly much more than any other
category. Film and Music videos have approxi-
mately the same shape, but music is about 4 to 5
times more popular with respect to this metric.

Figure 2: Repeated views of categories

The singleton views for our dataset are virtual
mirrors of the repeated views with few exceptions.
For the first 20% of the videos sorted by the lowest
fraction of users with singleton views, Music and
Sports show the same pattern, but for the last 75%
of the videos, Sports and News are comparable.



5 Design Issues
Based on this analysis, we can identify some prin-
ciples upon which caching policies could be based.
For example, the local cache space could be di-
vided up into two components: peer-cache and
local-cache. The caches would be adaptive in size
and algorithm, depending on the relative hit ra-
tios. To determine if a video should be cached, and
which cache to use, popularity thresholds could be
set. If video requests exceed a threshold, then it is
put in the local cache, which might use an LFU
replacement policy, counting total local requests
within a medium-term threshold of elapsed time.

Otherwise, it is placed in the peer-cache. Re-
quests from peers for this object would be recorded
for use in replacement policies, requiring periodic
flooding of this metadata. LRU may be appro-
priate, since some videos would become popular
over a small time period or within a particular geo-
graphic or socio-political area of interest.

Proxy caches would see requests not satisfied lo-
cally or by peers and could also have a hybrid re-
placement policy. They would keep request infor-
mation for all objects in their sphere of responsibil-
ity. A community of users may show preference for
a category of videos. Communication between lo-
cal and proxy caches could help inform each other
of the request patterns in the local neighbourhood;
if an item is evicted from a local cache, the next
higher level cache has some idea of the history at
lower levels and can properly rank the video when
it is requested at that level. These policies could
then be extended to categories, where each request
is compared to a threshold and all subsequent re-
quests for videos of that category would have the
same decisions made. Periodic aging of the re-
quests would enable the system to operate on re-
cent request patterns as the behaviour of uses with
respect to categories may shift over time and will
likely differ between local contexts. Categories
with similar patterns could share a cache space.
Any realistic simulation of such caching systems
would have to account for the continual generation
of new content over any measurement period.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
Request patterns differ between videos in terms
of repeat views and singleton views per user, and
that category differentiation maintains these char-

acteristics to some degree. Our characterization
methodology can be used for any dataset of video
requests from a local population of users. Identify-
ing category characteristics and basing caching de-
cisions on these characteristics may provide better
use of resources in supplying the streaming band-
width and storage capacity for the video objects.

Our data set shows potential for category based
analysis which matches intuition regarding these
categories. Further exploration will be able to
quantify the differences and enable accurate pa-
rameterization for caching systems. Additionally,
there may be patterns in the repetition of views that
could be exploited. For example, are views dis-
tributed in a regular pattern over the measurement
period by a differing number of users or did it have
the same burstiness in requests for each user as the
overall request pattern?
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